
Multiflex 230-450 lengths*

MohaWK/stenhoJ in-GRound lifts

MohaWK/stenhoJ/MultifleX 230-450 high pressure in-ground lift
55,000, 66,000, 82,500 & 99,000 lb. capacities

the heaviest CapaCity lifts in the industRy

heavy duty lifts
Built to last.



Movable CylindeR
 one or two movable 
cylinders for easy  
adjustment to  
accommodate  
different wheel  
bases. 

Galvanized RetRaCtable  
shutteR plates
Keep the pit covered at all 
times without manually  
moving them. for operator 
safety, the shutter plates move 
to continually cover the pit. 

MohaWKstenhoJ
the laRGest liftinG CapaCity, Most 
enviRonMentally fRiendly lift  
available today

What Makes the proven design the best Choice?

stenhoj has been an industry leader for decades in modular,  
self contained heavy duty lifts.

the most environmentally safe lift on the market today, with a high 
pressure enclosed piston requiring the least amount  
of oil for the heaviest lifting capacity, ensuring less  
maintenance costs.

MohaWK/stenhoJ power, precision and performance. the power to do More.

RevolutionaRy 
ModulaR  
CoMposite desiGn

::  features the most environmentally 
advanced technology for lifts

::  unlike other designs that rely on steel  
for containment, Mohawk/stenhoj’s  
composite material eliminates the chance of 
damage from rust or electrolysis

::  this design does not require  
potentially costly placement of  
oil-filled power units underground

safety and seCuRity
safety is a top priority with Mohawk/stenhoj.
Galvanized shutter plates that move with the front  
piston at the push of a button offer the safety of a 
continuously covered work area.

a hydraulic safety lock automatically operates in  
tandem with lifting or descent, and is not dependent on 
external air source as required on other lifts.



hydRauliCally GeaRed 
MotoR
hydraulic geared motor 
for movement of front 
cylinder. 

MohaWKstenhoJ
featuRinG the RevolutionaRy CoMposite 66 desiGn enClosuRe, 
taKinG the pRoven MultifleX hiGh CapaCity lift to the neXt level of 
MaintenanCe-fRee seRviCe

outer 
housing

high pressure 
piston
seal is protected  
within the hard 
chrome cylinder 
(not exposed to 
shop elements)

10” 
Chrome 
cylinder

high 
pressure 
casing

high 
pressure 
chrome 
piston

lubricating oil

sinGle staGe piston pReCision
Mohawk/stenhoj Multiflex lifts use a single stage high 
pressure piston housed in a massive chrome casing that 
slides in a lubricated bearing, providing steadiness and 
reliability under the heaviest loads. the single piston 
system also means less maintenance in the future. other 
lifts use multi-stage telescoping cylinders which means 
replacing seals and added maintenance.

MohaWK/stenhoJ power, precision and performance. the power to do More.

pendant ContRol – standaRd With MohaWK/stenhoJ
precise spotting of lifting adapters on the manufacturer’s pick points is accomplished by use of the 
overhead track mounted standard pendant control. this unique feature assures that the operator 
is always in full sight of the lifting process, either in front of the vehicle or behind. this time saving 
feature is also the safest way to lift a vehicle because the contact points are verified on every cycle. 
other lifts require the operator to stay at the console for simple movements or rely on preset settings 
that may not match the vehicles unique features.

poWeR units
stenhoj’s power units are placed above ground 
(not below ground in the pit) and operate on 6 
gallons of oil per piston, the lowest amount in 
the industry at a capacity of 66,000 lbs. this 
allows for a greener and more efficient shop. 
Mohawk/stenhoj’s power unit design with 
submerged pumps   make them whisper quiet.



all cylinders and lock 
bars are fully chrome plated  

to survive the shop elements while 
offering superior corrosion protection.  

the locking system is fully hydraulic and operates 
automatically whenever the power unit is activated, 

meaning no air cylinders to rely on for lift safety or to create 
future service issues. other lifts have an air safety release cylinder that’s 

located in the ground and not accessible.

sWinG aRMs
Makes the front 
post an 11,000lb. 
single post lift in 
just minutes

a wide range 
of adapters 
are available.

enviRonMentally  
safe and effiCient
the Mohawk/stenhoj Multiflex lift uses just 6 
gallons of oil per cylinder, providing the largest  
lifting capacity at 66,000 lbs. operating with  
the lowest amount of oil helps protect your  
facility from future liability and expense,  
making your operation greener and more  
energy efficient.

aCCessoRies

MohaWK/stenhoJ/MultifleX
siMple to install, siMple to opeRate  
and siMple to Maintain



heavy duty lifts
Built to last.

  

the Mohawk/stenhoj composite containment system houses a powerful single-stage piston in a 
much shallower pit design, providing the heaviest capacity, most environmentally friendly lift on the 
market today.

::  Composite Containment — the modular composite design 
comes in a bulletproof one-piece design that offers ease 
of installation and houses Mohawk/stenhoj’s single stage 
cylinder in a shallow pit that has no potential for corrosion, 
electrolysis or rust.

::  Retrofit — Mohawk/stenhoj offers an inexpensive way 
for facilities with existing solid concrete containment to 
modernize with a state of the art replacement system 
which reduces downtime and construction costs.

::  Concrete Continuous trench — features 8” thick walls 
that will not deteriorate from electrolysis or rust.  



speCifiCations
Multiflex 230-450 lengths*

*Custom lengths available

technical data: Multiflex 230 Multiflex 345 Multiflex 300 Multiflex 450
Lifting capacity 55,000 lbs. 82,500 lbs. 66,000 lbs. 99,000 lbs.

Lifting time 100 sec. 100 sec. 100 sec. 100 sec.

Stroke length 70” 70” 70” 70”

Motor 2 X 4 hp 3 X 4 hp 2 X 4 hp 3 X 4 hp

Cylinders 2 3 2 3

Cyl. diameter 10” 10” 10” 10”

Movable cyl. 1 2 1 2

Pressure 3400 psi 3400 psi 3400 psi 3400 psi

Oil  6 gal hydraulic oil per cylinder/pump

** Multiflex with 4 or 5 cylinders are manufactured according to customers’ requirements.

** **
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